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The Dark Side of Labor in China
By Karine Lepillez
With a population of 1.3 billion and a gross domestic product growing at an impressive rate of
10 percent per year, China has quickly become one of the largest contributors to the global market.
Deng Xiaoping’s reforms of the late 1970s and early 1980s vastly improved the country’s standard of
living and made economic development possible; unfortunately, China’s remarkable growth has a
dark side: the forced labor of men, women and children. The country’s unique combination of
Communist ideology and decentralized economic power has contributed to the use of both statesanctioned and unsanctioned forced labor, the latter of which is perpetuated through ineffective
policies, corruption, and a lack of legal enforcement. Systematic statistics on the extent of forced
labor are not available due to China’s repressive political system. However, news articles, reports,
research, and the testimonies of past forced laborers attest to the severity of the situation.
State-sanctioned forced labor is widely promoted and justified by the government through the
Communist doctrine of “reform through labor.” The philosophy extols the virtues of labor as a way
to transform dissidents into new socialist men and women; however, in practice it has led to the
creation of a vast network of prison labor camps known as Laogai across the country.
Since its inception, the Laogai has been used to suppress and indoctrinate petty criminals,
political dissidents, religious adherents, and others who are seen as threats to governmental and
social stability. Inmates are used to produce cheap commodities, which, although officially
prohibited from exportation, are often indistinguishable from factory goods and continue to find
their way into the global market. Prison labor is no longer as profitable of an enterprise as it once
was—due in part to international concern and to the inefficiencies of prison-run businesses in
general—yet it remains a cornerstone of China’s “reform through labor” policy.
Reeducation-through-labor policies also affect school age children through the sanctioned use of
juvenile work camps, “work study” schools, and school-related contracted work programs. A
prominent example is the 2001 explosion that killed over forty people in an elementary school, the
majority of which were third and fourth graders. The explosion was attributed to fireworks that the
children were being forced to assemble. In rural institutions especially, students can be asked to
work in order to make up for the budget or to pay teachers. Some schools also employ their
students in factory work as a form of job training. In these situations, however, much of the work
done is tedious and unskilled rather than career orientated.
In China, as in many areas of the world, poverty is a key player in modern slavery, propelling
peasants into positions of bonded labor and young children into dangerous and tedious jobs.
However, government policies concerning urban migration and public education also play a large
role, exacerbating the vulnerabilities of migrants and children instead of protecting these already atrisk populations.
For migrants, China’s household registration system has increased the risks involved in finding
jobs in the city. Peasants seeking to move to the city for a job must obtain a permit to leave their
village, a temporary residential permit to live in the city, and a work permit to begin their job.
Applicants are often required to pay for their permits in a lump sum, which is usually lent to them
by their employer. The cost and interest is then deducted from their future pay. It is also common
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practice for employers to collect and keep worker permits, further trapping laborers in their
workplace. Low pay, check withholdings, abuse, long hours, and physical restrictions are all tolerated
because employees want to pay back their debt, are no longer in possession of their permit, or
because they have been promised their withheld pay in the future. These practices and policies
promote a system in which the employee is at the mercy of the employer.
Government policies have also supported ever-increasing fees on public education while
simultaneously decreasing subsidies to local schools. According to the United Nations Special
Rapporteur on the Right to Education, although China’s schooling is meant to be free and
compulsory, fees for public education have been privatized, resulting in families paying for almost
half of the cost of their child’s education. For struggling rural families, the extra fees make schooling
virtually inaccessible. Instead, children are often put to work, since a child’s salary can contribute
significantly to family income. Poverty is a root cause of much child labor. However, governmental
policies concerning education have drastically reduced access to schooling for the neediest children,
and have increased the likelihood of their exploitation.
Corruption, made possible by economic decentralization, has also led to forced labor abuses.
Decentralization of power in favor of regional control has encouraged economic growth and
entrepreneurship while creating an environment in which local officials and business owners can
pursue financial incentives to the detriment of vulnerable populations. Not only is there a lack of
legal enforcement; those responsible for the law’s implementation are oftentimes its worst abusers.
For example, police officers double as factory guards, so that when workers are abused and
exploited in bonded labor, they have no authority to which they can turn for protection. Business
owners make deals with state officials to turn a blind eye to the use of forced and child labor. State
officials practice land theft and institute arbitrary tolls to raise extra funds from already struggling
peasants. Over the summer of 2007, such corruption was blatantly exposed as 568 forced laborers
were freed from kilns that were being run under the protection of local officials. Without
government accountability, the very institutions created to protect the people become sources of
abuse.
China has made significant efforts to reduce and penalize unsanctioned forced labor by ratifying
the International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention on the Worst Forms of Child Labor and by
establishing consequences for employers who use forced labor. The state has also been cooperating
with the international community through projects and forums designed to eradicate contemporary
forms of slavery. However, forced labor will persist as long as the systems and policies that enforce
it are still in place. China’s reform-through-labor programs, household registration system, and
educational policies must be examined, and the widespread corruption of local officials and
businessmen must be addressed if the country is going to meet the needs and vulnerabilities of its
growing workforce in the years to come.
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scandal, in which a man named Heng Tinghan was found to be using forced labor as well as
child labor in his mines and kilns. This event was under international scrutiny, and thus the
article is focused on explaining how the Chinese government has been addressing the issue.
Unlike many other articles concerning forced labor in China, this piece lists statistics on the
spread of child labor in the Jiangxi Province, the Zheijang Province, and the Henan Province.
Yun, Gao. 2004. Chinese Migrants and Forced Labour in Europe. In International Labor Standards,
Geneva: International Labour Office.
Annotation: This extensive working paper by Chinese lawyer Gao Yun was written in response
to the International Labor Organization’s rising concern about international migration, forced
labor, and human trafficking. Concentrating primarily on Chinese migrants in Europe, Yun
outlines the progression by which many people become trapped in situations of forced labor as a
result of the human trafficking process. Yun adds a pertinent section on Chinese legislation, and
speculates that among the reasons for its ineffectiveness are a lack of enforcement, high profits
and low risks, and the indistinguishability in Chinese law between trafficking victims and
perpetrators.
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